SCRIBE REPORT RUN 1802
Saturday November 21, 2020
Hares: Gorgeous, Lucky Lek, Fungus, Not Cleaver
phuket-hhh.com
Today's run was a bit long which earned a Hash Shit but the the real judges -- the
runners themselves -- came in with high-fives thanking the hares for the fantastic trails
making up today's run, several of which were new to all. Several runners claimed today
the best run of the year, and maybe of all time. Sometimes Hash Shit is worthwhile.

Getting to the laager put some drivers into several loops around the reservoir because the
hares had made a critical HHH sign visible only after the turn. Not to be outdone the
next HHH was hung in a bush under draping leaves sending people up a long dead-end
road. The hares received lots of phone calls today speaking in not-so-polite terms.
Today's Steward was no less than dangerous Secret Agent Dick Gobbler who proceeded
to put the circle on edge as he attempted to build a 3-level human pyramid. Knowing
how legs can break doing this the yelling from the onlookers stopped the stunt at a

wobbly 2 levels. Well done SADG, join the circus.
Our OnSite registrar Invisible Man is putting out a call for a new assistant with
registration following Su Su Nonna's need to step down. Ideally this would be someone
who comes most weeks and can help with names, taking money and learning to enter
weekly details into the database. He'll train you, he's a nice guy.

Irish Man / Rainbow's End

Big Tree / Big Man

Invisible Man Needs Help!

With the circle starting late because the run
having been over long, and darkness
arriving early as it does this time of year
GM Wilma dispatched his duties in quick
order. A Virgin was icely welcomed, a
Hasher from Chiang Mai welcomed,
Announcements made and Hash Shit
coaxed out of the circle enough times for
Murkury to award Hash Shit to Gorgeous.
Another great hashing day!
Click to see Tequila Slappers great photos!
ON ON, Scribe for the day, Fungus

